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Telegram group chat online
Source: Chris Wedel / Android Central Telegram is not new, but this does not mean that it is not one of the best text messaging apps for Android available, and thanks largely to its growing list of functionality. Whether it's planning a party or simply recover with some friends, group chatter is an integral part of text text - so knowing how to create a
group chat in telegram is fundamental. Group chats can save time in planning and help keep that group of friends near everyone in the same conversation. We arrive at the steps to create group chat in telegram and move forward with chat. Open the telegram app. Click on the three rows in the upper left corner or the pencil icon at the bottom right.
Choose a new group. Source: Android Central Select the contacts you want to be members of that group and touch the arrow at the bottom of the screen. Here you can add a photo or image and also a name to represent the group, touch the check mark to finish. Just like a FYI, creating a group will notify the contact you added to a group. These
groups are accessible to chat on phones or browsers and even lets you locate a message at the top of the chat to make sure you never get lost in the shuffle. How to invite others to your telegram group can sometimes create a group and want to invite others to join rather than adding them without their consent. This you can use unidirectional
invitation links, and here's how to create one for your group of telegrams. Touch the group name at the top of the chat. When you see the pencil at the top right, touch it. Choose the invitation links to the edit options. Source: Android Central Set The time period in which you want the link to be good for. Choose how many uses the link can have. Tap
the Create connection. Source: Android Central forward, you can copy or share the link. Touching the quota will have the Quick Share card to choose an app. If you have a link you want to discard before you expire, or if you have not entered a deadline, you can find your links created by following the first three steps. This will show the current links
living. Choose the link you want to cancel and then the three-point menu next to it. This will take an option to revoke that link. Source: Chris Wedel / Central Android You remember when you were chatting with a friend, and promised to buy some tacos the next time you saw them, but couldn't you find the message in the chat to remember them?
Fortunately, since you are using telegram, one of the best Android messaging applications, we can show you as Pin messages in telegram chat, so you will know where the message is. Pinning messages in a chat keeps so important, fun, or a scandalous message at the top of the wire so you can always find one and maybe get tacos quickly. Store the
messages accessible to pin at the top of the telegram chat Open the telegram application on the phone. Choose the chat with the message you want to pin. Touch the message you want to pin. In pop-up, to the pin just for yourself, tap OK. For the message from pinned for you and for the rest of the chat members, select the check box from members
and then tap OK. Source: Chris Wedel / Central Android Now, every time you have a message you want to make sure you don't lose in the thread, you know how PIN at the top. Telegram has many features and is always adding more, like Voice Chat 2.0. Another useful feature is the possibility of blocking more messages in the chat. When you pin more
than a message, there An icon on the right side of the blocked messages that can be opened to see everyone in one place. It is also the place where you can unlock individually or all together. Source: Chris Wedel / Central Android Whether you're chatting with a one-a-one colleague or it is a group chat in the telegram, those all-important Taco
messages can be stored at the top of your thread, so Whether it's easy to redeem. Pinning saves your messages in the chat for you, but when you're done with a chat or need needed Make some cleaning of all your chat threads, don't forget that you can always store conversations in the telegram to get rid of them, but not forever. Source: Jeramy
Johnson / Android Central Telegram has just launched its updated 2.0 vocal chats. New features include unlimited chats in channels, audio recording and hand picking. The new features are included in a new update that is rolling today. Clubhouse has become the last successful messaging app on the block, with companies like Twitter and the launch
of Facebook or work on your own versions. For those who have no familiarity, Clubhouse is a vocal app in voice only in invitation that allows users to combine various group discussions or create their own. At this time, it is only available on the iPhone, but a version is in development that will be available on the best Android phones. For now, Android
users will have to stick to other options, such as Telegram, which is another app that has launched its own voice chat function in December. Today the app is doubling on this by adding more functionality with Vocal Chat 2.0. Source: Telegram with the update, Telegram led vocal chats to its channels and allows unlimited quantity of people to
participate in a chat. Telegram describes it as "reinvented public radio for the 21st century". A new function for the platform includes the ability to raise your hands to indicate the intent to talk to the Admin chat. The app also supports audio recording, which administrators can publish later in groups or channels, as well as an orderly overlay that
allows you to keep the conversation in progress while you do other things on the phone. The telegram is also making it easier to add new people to talk or listen by incorporating separate invitation links to ensure that special guests will have the ability to speak when you enter the chat. And when you join a new chat, Telegram will give you the
opportunity to choose to join yourself or your channel, which would be an ideal option for public or celebrity figures. Source: Telegram Other features include a new menu to forward messages that allow you to cancel or re-examine forwarding, curriculum playback for voice chats to continue where it is interrupted and an assignable swipe action for
chat on Android that It allows you to choose a preferred action, including chat storage, blocking, muting, deleting or marking them as a bed. All these features are rolling today on the telegram. For those who still have to make the transition from whatsapp, we have a useful guide to walk through how to transfer your Whatsapp messages into
telegram. Telegram has gone constantly from its launch in 2013 to become one of the most popular messaging apps in the world. Digital trends have recently listed it as one of our favorites. There have been updates for the years, with the latest that stimulate several new features. Slow mode The first, the slow mode allows a group administrator
control with the frequency control with which members can post a message to the group. Press the permissions page and select one of the different periods of time showing how long the members will take before they can post again. The intervals start at 30 seconds, with further possibilities of 1 minute, 5 minutes, 15 minutes, 30 minutes and 1 hour.
As a telegram note in a blog post, the slow mode Ã ¢ â,¬ Ã ¢ â,¬ Å "can make conversations in the group more orderly, while increasing the value of each individual message. You can also ask users to think more attentive to what they want to say to shoot a load of thoughts without much consideration. But no, the feature does not allow Direct
individual users who tend to publish a much higher rate than others in the group. In other words, everyone in the group are affected by the selected time interval. Silent messages Another ordered addition to the telegram is silent messages. There may be moments when you want to messages a friend or a late night collaborator, but worried that the
phone may wake them with a warning (if you failed to set up their device in silence). Or maybe you know you know In a meeting or a quiet place like a library and you don't want to disturb them. The good news is that you can now simply hold down the send button to make sure that the message arrives on the recipient's laptop without making noise. A
notification will still be displayed on the phone, but without any audible sound that will accompany it. Telegram states that the function also works for group chat "you should have an urgent idea at five in the morning, but not enough enough to wake everyone in your work chat." The messaging app, which is free and Contains no announcements,
currently have about 200 million monthly active users. CEO of the telegram Pavel Durov claimed in March 2019 that 3 million people have registered in the space of a day after the worst interruption in the history of Facebook, temporarily eliminated His Messenger, Whatsapp and Instagram Services. Recommendations Editor Gioveri, 16 September,
2021 | Updated 11.14PM iStgadgets NownesfaqWhat is the secret chat in telegram? Copyright Â © 2021 Bennett, Coleman & Co. Ltd. All rights reserved at times Dell 'India. For reprinting rights: Times Syndication Service Whatsapp is a great way to stay in touch with people, regardless of which smartphone they use. And, like SMS, Whats App
supports group chats so you can talk to a group of friends, your sports team, clubs or any other group of people. Here's how to start a group chat in WhatsApp. Open whatsapp on your smartphone. On iOS, touch new group. On Android, it's the menu icon and then the new group. Scroll down through your contacts and tap anyone you want to add to
the group. When you did, it's up. Add a topic for your group chat and, if you want, a miniature. Tap Create and your group chat is ready to go. Any message sent to it is shared with everyone. Related: How to stop your friends WhatsApp from knowing you have read their messages in a group chat, even if you have read the receipts you spen, is still able
to see who has received and read your messages. Just scroll left on any message. To manage your group chat, click on your name. Here you can add new participants, delete the group and change the subject and preview. If you want to make someone else an admin ... "You will be able to add new members and kick the old ... or remove someone from
your group chat, it touches their name and therefore the relevant option. Now you will be able to Keep up with all your friends easily ... no matter where they live or what kind of phone they have. Having.
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